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Dear Professor Tamai;

Thank you for friendship and good times you extended to me on my recent great experience in Japan.

Thank you for scheduling the translation and publication of the second edition. It can bring lots of benefit to lots of good people.

And thank you for the opportunity to provide some of my thoughts for the FORWARD.

Topmost Greetings of the Season to You,

Larry Miles

enc. "FORWARD"
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To Prof. jamie

For the translation of the 2nd Ed. into the Japanese Language.

Forward.

I am happy that my Jap. friends can now at once proceed to deepen their knowledge of the VIE approaches and put them into valuable use to increase their achievements.

Before this book, I was often saddened by the distressed feeling which many people in business, professional, scientific or academic work felt after informative lectures (2 to 6 hrs). "How can I right now start to learn enough now so that I can really use it? There is no training scheduled near me"? To meet this need, as well as to add some new and some improved techniques, this book was arranged & written.

It is in "learning sequence" so that whether it is used by individuals or in groups. Knowledge + understanding grow in orderly progression from Chap 1-2-3...etc. Person. Without access to group learning activities, an progressively learning + developing skills. For classroom + seminar, the preq-arrangements aids teacher + learner alike. Worldwide competition brought the need for the "good" to become "the best". To meet the need, the VIE problem identifying + solving approaches found here, came forth, and when properly used, accomplished it.

Because of proven achievement in the arts & sciences, in industry, in productivity, in quality, in creativity, in competition, and in personal friendships, I greatly honor the Japanese people.